Energy Harvesting with Nanostructures

Moderator: Phillip Christopher, University of California - Riverside

2:00pm EN+EM+MN+NS+TR-MoA1 Optical Engineering for Colloidal Quantum Dot Photovoltaics. Susanna Thon, Johns Hopkins University

The next generation of photovoltaics seeks to improve both efficiency and cost through the use of flexible platforms and new materials. Colloidal quantum dots (CQDs), semiconductor nanoparticles synthesized from solution, are a particularly attractive material for solar energy. The bandgap of films composed of arrays of CQDs can be tuned via the quantum confinement effect for tailored spectral utilization. The performance of CQD solar cells is currently limited by an absorption-extraction compromise, whereby photon absorption lengths in the near infrared regime exceed minority carrier diffusion lengths. I will review several photonic and optical engineering schemes aimed at overcoming this compromise. These include nanophotonic and geometric light trapping techniques, as well as jointly-tuned plasmonic-excitonic photovoltaics. Additionally, I will discuss how nanoscale engineering of CQDs and related materials can lead to emergent optical properties for building color-tuned optoelectronic films.


We report the observation of wavelength dependent photocurrent in thin silicon nanomembranes (75 nm) coupled to colloidal CdSe/ZnS nanocrystal quantum dots (NQDs). The measurement was performed on back-gated, FET-type thin Si structures, which are functionalized with self-assembled monolayer (SAM) of ester termination groups to prevent surface oxidation and the formation of surface defect states. A thin film of nanocrystals is drop casted on the surface and an increase of photocurrent, up to several hundred nA, are recorded as a function of excitation wavelength on NQD/SAM/Si devices vs. plain SAM/Si structures. Quantitative analysis of photocurrent vs. NQD absorption spectrum allows us to ascribe the observed photocurrent to the photoexcited NQD excitons transferred to the underlying Si substrate via non-radiative and radiative energy-transfer mechanisms.

References


Organic electronics have been under intense scientific interest in recent years because of their attractive properties such as low cost fabrication processes, ability to performance under low light, and flexibility. Major achievements are based on the use of new conjugated polymer and small molecules in bulk heterojunction (BHJ) devices to increase the internal donor acceptor interfaces of functional devices such as organic photovoltaics (OPVs) and organic light emitting devices (OLEDs). Many strategies have been introduced to enhance the power conversion efficiency (PCE) of organic electronics. Among them, one of the most promising solutions to enhance the absorption and device efficiencies of OPVs is incorporation of various metal nanoparticles (NPs). Metallic NPs enhance the efficiency of the devices through local surface plasmonic responses (LSPR). This phenomenon reduced the recombination level of geminate excitons and increases the exciton dissociations, which enhanced the photocurrent and fill factors of devices. However, metallic NPs blended within the active layer can act as polaron traps detracting the device performances. In this study, we investigate layer and interfacial structure of small molecule (SM), p-DTSI(FBTTf2)3 and fullerene, PC61BM system incorporated with silver (Ag) NPs, using neutron reflectometry (NR), X-ray reflectometry and Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM). We present detailed composition changes with Ag NPs concentrations along the film depth to understand morphological and dynamical effects of BHJ devices incorporated with plasmonic particles. To complement and enhance the findings from NR, we report optical properties of the samples using UV-Visible absorption and Photoluminescence spectroscopy. Our findings provide unique information and clear insights into dynamics of plasmonic organic solar cells and their future applications for further enhancement of PCE.

This research was conducted at Spallation Neutron Source and at the Center for Nanophase Materials Sciences, which is sponsored at ORNL by the Scientific User Facilities Division, Office of Basic Energy Sciences, U.S. Department of Energy.

5:00pm EN+EM+MN+NS+TR-MoA10 Doped TiO2 Based Core-Shell Structures for High Efficiency Hybrid Solar Cells. Jonas Weickert, J. Dorman, M. Noebels, M. Patnik, T. Pfafider, University of Konstanz, Germany, A. Wisnet, S. Scheu, LMU Munich, Germany, L. Schmidt-Mende, University of Konstanz, Germany

Hybrid solar cells, with an inorganic/organic interface for charge separation, have been extensively investigated in the past decade in order to replace the expensive Si based technology with an inexpensive alternative. Typically, these devices incorporate a mesoporous TiO2 film which is decorated with dye molecules and filled with a hole transport polymer, for example P3HT, [1] Z.L. Wang “Triboelectric Nanogenerators as New Energy Technology for Self-Powered Systems and as Active Mechanical and Chemical Sensors”, ACS Nano 7 (2013) 9533-9557.
to conduct the electrons and holes, respectively. Recently, we have shown that the efficiency of nanowire based hybrid solar cells can be increased from ~1.8 % to 2.5 % through the formation of a Sn-doped TiO2|TiO2 core-shell device created via a hydrothermal growth and subsequent TiCl4 treatment. However, this surface treatment presents difficulties in creating a crystalline conformal coating, limiting the control over the extent of coating and the crystallinity, directly affecting the charge injection from the polymer into the TiO2 array. In this work, we directly deposit a controllable TiO2 film through atomic layer deposition to conformally coat the nanowire arrays with various thicknesses. By changing the thickness and TiO2 crystallinity, we are able to engineer the energy levels at the TiO2-dye-P3HT interface due to the magnitude and position of the Fermi levels of the core and shell material, influencing the rate of charge injection and recombination. Furthermore, the crystallinity of the shell layer directly affects the amount of dye that can be absorbed on the surface of the nanostructures with a reduction in light absorption by roughly 30% from anatase to rutile TiO2. Finally, a detailed mechanism will be proposed for the device performances based on the energy level alignment between the pinned Fermi-level TiO2 structure and the HOMO of the P3HT resulting in a shifting open circuit voltage based on the crystal phases. Additionally, the core-shell structures are characterized with photovoltage decay and impedance spectroscopy measurements to study the charge transport and recombination across these various interfaces.


Fabrication of multiple quantum well (MQWs) in an absorption layer can extend the absorption region toward a longer wavelength and enhance the short-circuit current in the solar cells. However, MQWs function as recombination centers, leading to degradation in both open-circuit voltage and fill factor. We have already reported that the increase in stack number of QW causes the degradation of carrier collection efficiency [1]. In this study, we investigate the effects of stack number on temperature dependences of the photoluminescence (PL), photothermal (PPT) and the surface photovoltage (SPV) signals. Although the photoexcited carriers in the barrier should relax by the radiative recombination (PL), carriers can thermally escape (SPV) or non-radiatively recombine (PPT) at the same time. Therefore, the latter two methodologies give us new insights for the carrier recombination and drift through the QW.

The present strain-balanced InGaAs/GaAsP MQWs absorption layer was composed of a 7.0-nm-thick In0.25Ga0.75As well and a 10.8-nm-thick GaAs0.66P0.34 barrier. All layers were grown on an n-type GaAs substrate using metal-organic vapor phase epitaxy. We prepared different samples with MQW stack numbers of 10, 20, 30, and 40 in the i-region.

All PPT and SPV spectra showed three distinctive peaks followed by a step like function. They were decomposed into inter-subband transitions expressed by the two dimensional density of states for the QW and exciton peaks [2]. Although the PL intensity decreases with increasing the temperature, signals for PPT and SPV increases. We suppose two activation energies for the process: one is that for the carrier escape from the QW and another is for the non-radiative recombination in the QW. The three rate equations were built for PL, PPT and SPV and the temperature dependences are numerically fitted to estimate the two activation energies. As a result, we have estimated the activation energy for carrier escaping from the QW is constant as 70 meV for all samples with different stacks number. This is the same as the calculated barrier height. However, the activation energy for the non-radiative recombination increases from 6 to 49 meV for the sample with 10 and 40 stacks. This means that radiative recombination increases with increasing the stack number. The carriers thermally escape from the QW again relax into next well and may contribute to increase the radiative recombination.

In this work, an LC sensor was fabricated using conventional lithography and metal deposition via E-beam evaporation (Cr/Au, 15 nm/200 nm) (Figure 1). The resonant frequency of the sensor was approximately 16 MHz in air at room temperature. A device sensitivity of 1140 Hz/dielectric was demonstrated using a known dielectric material (deionized water). The resonant frequency shift of the sensor was recorded over every 80 seconds using a spectrum analyzer (Figure 3). As the biofilm grew over the device, an increase in the resonant frequency of the LC sensor was observed. This is due to the lower dielectric permittivity of the biofilm compared to that of the growth media (Luria Broth, \( \varepsilon \sim 80 \)), which results in a decrease in the capacitance of the sensor. In control experiments with water and air as the media, a slight decrease in the resonant frequency was observed. The resonant frequency shift over time is in good agreement with the natural trend of biofilm growth (Figure 4) [2, 3]. The results validate the use of LC sensing for continuous monitoring of biofilm growth. This sensitive and reliable detection scheme, as well as the capability for flexible substrate integration and wireless interfacing, can serve as a foundation for the development of microsystems for real-time biofilm monitoring for both clinical and environmental applications.

8:40am Bi+AS+MN+NS-TuM3 The Interplay of Electrode Materials and Biomaterials in a Catechol-Modified Chitosan-Based Sensor for Clozapine Detection, Robert Dietrich, T.E. Winkler, H. Ben-Yoav, S.E. Chochron, E. Kim, University of Maryland, College Park, D.L. Kelly, University of Maryland School of Medicine, G.F. Payne, R. Ghodssi, University of Maryland, College Park

We present a study of atomic layer-deposited TiN and electroplated Pt black (PtB) as candidate electrode materials to replace Au in a catechol-modified chitosan-based glucose sensor. For instance, its atomic thinness, high electrical conductivity, and simple deposition process make it a promising alternative to traditional noble metals as a coating material. Graphene has many properties that are highly suited for biological studies. For instance, its atomic thinness, high electrical conductivity, and simple deposition process make it a promising alternative to traditional noble metals as a coating material. We will discuss our strategies for precisely modified with the desired chemistry. For biosensing, the sensor must be functionalized for specific receptor-ligand recognition such as DNA-DNA or antibody-antigen binding. We will discuss our strategies for precisely modified with the desired chemistry. For biosensing, the sensor must be functionalized for specific receptor-ligand recognition such as DNA-DNA or antibody-antigen binding. We will discuss our strategies for precisely modified with the desired chemistry. For biosensing, the sensor must be functionalized for specific receptor-ligand recognition such as DNA-DNA or antibody-antigen binding. We will discuss our strategies for precisely modified with the desired chemistry. For biosensing, the sensor must be functionalized for specific receptor-ligand recognition such as DNA-DNA or antibody-antigen binding. We will discuss our strategies for precisely modified with the desired chemistry.
A remarkable feature of the modern integrated circuit is its ability to operate in a stable fashion, with almost perfect reliability. Recently developed classes of electronic materials create an opportunity to engineer the opposite outcome, in the form of devices that dissolve completely in water, with harmless end products. The enabled applications range from 'green' consumer electronics to bio-resorbable medical implants – none of which would be possible with technologies that exist today. This talk summarizes recent work on this physically 'transient' type of electronics and sensors, from basic advances in materials chemistry, to fundamental studies of dissolution reactions, to engineering development of complete sets of device components, sensors and integrated systems.

Bioelectrochemical oxidation carried out by bacteria attached on a solid electrode is capturing the attention of scientists all over the world. Different species of bacteria have been shown as electroactive and being able to oxidize organic compounds releasing electrons that can be transferred to a conductive solid support. If the oxidation reaction is coupled with the oxygen reduction reaction (ORR), the degradation of organics could lead to a production of useful electricity and water. Those related aspects are currently utilized in the development of alternative and cost effective bioelectrochemical systems (e.g. microbial fuel cell (MFC)) for simultaneous organics removal and electricity production. Understanding the bioelectrocatalytic nature of organics dissimilation by bacteria and the subsequent internal and external electron transfer is of a high importance for the further development of these systems and a key moment in their future application.

In this work, an artificial approach for enhanced microbial bioelectrocatalysis was explored along with study of the parameters promoting bacteria external electron transfer. This approach consisted of artificial modification of electrode surfaces having, as a result, different surface chemistries. Mixed bacterial culture development, biofilm growth and electrochemical performance have been studied. Smooth gold surfaces were modified with organic thiols to form self assembled monolayers (SAMs) with various functional groups (-CH₃, -OH, -N(CH₃)₃ and -COOH). Power curves and single electrode polarization curves have been taken to evaluate the performance of the MFC as a whole and of the electrodes separately. XPS analysis of electrodes was used to study the effect of chemistry on the performance. Confocal and SEM microscopy was used to study the bacteria biomass and biofilm development was tracked over time.
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2:20pm MN+NS-TuA1 MEMS-Enabled Multiscale Nanolaminated Magnetics, Mark Allen, University of Pennsylvania INVITED

The application of materials with bulk volumes and precisely controlled nanostructure has led to the creation of materials with surprising and useful mechanical and electrical properties. Recently we have developed a ‘top-down’ fabrication technique that allows the creation of highly-structured multilayer metallic materials, with precisely designed characteristic lengths in the hundreds of nanometers scale, but volumes of manufactured material in the macro range. The fabrication relies on automated and repeated multilayer electrodeposition of multiple metallic materials, followed by sacrificial etching of one metal. The resultant structure consists of individualized high-lateral-aspect-ratio sub-micron metallic films. The application of these multiscale materials to ultracomact energy conversion is investigated. Metallic magnetic materials have desirable magnetic properties, including high permeability and high saturation flux density, when compared with their ferrite counterparts. However, eddy current losses preclude their use in many switching converter applications due to the challenge of simultaneously achieving sufficiently thin (100-500 nm) laminations such that eddy currents are suppressed while simultaneously achieving overall magnetic properties of (1-1 mm) such that substantial performance in power can be handled. Sequential electrodeposition of multiple nanoscale ‘sheets’, or laminations, of magnetic materials such as permalloy and NiFeCo offers an approach to fabricate the desired nanostructured magnetic core. Tests of toroidal inductors with nanolaminated cores showed negligible eddy current loss relative to total core loss even at a peak flux density of 0.5 T and a frequency of 10 MHz. The ability to operate at such high flux levels offers the possibility of dramatically shrinking the physical size of power inductors in energy converters, DC-DC converters with efficiencies of up to 93% and power handling of approximately 40 W have been achieved in ultracompact form based on these materials.

3:00pm MN+NS-TuA3 Fabrication and Electrical Performance of Through Silicon Via Interconnects Filled with a Copper/Carbon Nanotube Composite, Y. Feng, Susan Burkett, The University of Alabama

Three-dimensional integrated circuit (3D-IC) technology has been developed using copper (Cu) filled through silicon vias (TSVs). The vertical interconnects pass through a set of stacked die and enable many applications that benefit from increased bandwidth, reduced signal delay, and improved power management. However, the reliability of Cu interconnects is a serious concern since the performance is affected by electromigration and stress associated with mismatch in thermal expansion coefficients. Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) are nanoscale materials which possess a high Young's modulus, a low coefficient of thermal expansion, and high thermal conductivity. Compared to Cu, CNTs exhibit low resistivity due to the existence of ballistic conduction and they are capable of carrying a higher current density. In this work, we fabricated TSVs using a novel materials system consisting of a composite of Cu and CNTs as a possible solution to the problems encountered in Cu-based interconnects. First, blind TSVs were fabricated using a Bosch process. After etching, an insulating layer, a metallic seed layer, and a catalyst layer were deposited prior to CNT growth. Vertically aligned CNTs were grown by chemical vapor deposition method. Finally, Cu was deposited by periodic reverse pulse electroplating inside the vias to form a Cu/CNT composite. Polishing completed the fabrication and allowed measurement of electrical performance for TSV interconnects. The experimental results were compared for interconnects filled with Cu and those filled with the Cu/CNT composite. The results are encouraging for the Cu/CNT composite having potential application as a TSV interconnect material.

4:20pm MN+NS-TuA7 Bio-Inspired Micro- and Macronanostructures for Synthetic Optical Devices, Hongrui Jiang, University of Wisconsin - Madison INVITED

Optical detection and imaging have wide applications in biomedicine and biological and chemical analyses. With continuing miniaturization effort to realize integrated Microsystems, micro-scale optical components become more and more important. For any optical system, lenses are critical elements. In this talk, I will present our work on liquid microfluidic lenses. I will first introduce a few types of microfluidic lenses, including tunable liquid microlenses, liquid microfluidic thin-film microlens, and long-range refractive index microfluidic lenses. Later, I will focus on the application of liquid microfluidic lenses in medical instruments. I will describe miniaturized cameras capable of multiple viewpoints, prototype flexible endoscopes implementing infrared-light-sensitive liquid microfluidic lenses at their distal ends, and prototype multi-camera laparoscopes.

5:00pm MN+NS-TuA9 The Development of a Valve Based Microfluidic Biofilm Reactor for Microbial Biofilm Studies with Reliable Controls, Gowmya Subramanian, M.T. Meyer, W.Y. Kim, W.E. Bentley, R. Ghodsi, University of Maryland, College Park

We present a multi-experiment PDMS based biofilm analysis platform using a valve-actuated microfluidic system, designed to reduce growth variance of in vitro biofilms to less than 10%. This was achieved by integrating hydraulic push-down valve actuators to section a uniform biofilm growing in a channel and maintaining a single suspension of compound eyes. Then, I will discuss about potential applications of these lenses in medical instruments. I will describe miniaturized cameras capable of multiple viewpoints, prototype flexible endoscopes implementing infrared-light-sensitive liquid microfluidic lenses at their distal ends, and prototype multi-camera laparoscopes.

We present a multi-experiment PDMS based biofilm analysis platform using a valve-actuated microfluidic system, designed to reduce growth variance of in vitro biofilms to less than 10%. This was achieved by integrating hydraulic push-down valve actuators to section a uniform biofilm growing in a channel and maintaining a single suspension of compound eyes. Then, I will discuss about potential applications of these lenses in medical instruments. I will describe miniaturized cameras capable of multiple viewpoints, prototype flexible endoscopes implementing infrared-light-sensitive liquid microfluidic lenses at their distal ends, and prototype multi-camera laparoscopes.

5:20pm MN+NS-TuA4 Meso Scale MEMS Motion Transformer and Amplifier Electrostatically Actuated by Parallel Plate Electrodes, Y. Gerson, S. Krylov, Tel Aviv University, Israel, Tali (T.) Nahmias, R. Maimon, Microsystems Design Center, RAFAEL LTD, Israel

Meso scale microelectromechanical structures found on the upper scale of microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) can potentially replace conventional mechanical devices produced by common for the macro-engineering approaches such as machining and assembly of individual parts. When realized as a compliant mechanism containing a single flexible member rather than multiple parts attached by joints they provide smooth frictionless motion without backlash and exhibit improved reliability and robustness. Batch fabrication using micromachining processes established in MEMS allows improved yield and significantly lower cost. However, actuation of these devices is challenging due to the electrostatic actuation, which is the most widely used in smaller MEMS devices, is viewed to be less suitable for the actuation at the meso scale due to unfavorable scaling laws, namely quadratic reduction of the actuating force with the distance between the electrodes. For this reason, most of the meso scale micro devices are actuated by thermal transducers, distinguished by slow response and high power consumption or by piezoelectric or magnetic motors, which cannot be integrated within the device and require post-fabrication assembly.

In this work we report on the design, fabrication and characterization of an electrostatically actuated meso scale microelectromechanical motion transformer and amplifier. The actuator corporate a transducer with multiple parallel plate electrodes and is realized as a compliant mechanism relying on flexible pseudo hinges. The 5000 µm × 4000 µm device converts linear motion of the transducer into mechanically amplified angular motion of a rotating lever. By combining the lever, a highly efficient small-gap parallel plate electrode and a motion amplification the device is designed to provide a lever tip displacement of 60µm, an initial blocking force of 0.001N at zero displacements and a blocking force of 0.012N in the maximal displacement configuration when the parallel plate actuator is in its closed position. The devices were fabricated using DRIE from a SOI wafer with (111) front surface orientation and thick device layer was operated in ambient air conditions and the functionality of the device was demonstrated experimentally. The voltage-displacement dependence and resonant curves were built using image processing procedure implemented in Matlab. Excellent agreement between the results provided by the Finite Elements models and the experimental data was observed. The results of the work demonstrate an ability to achieve both large displacements and high blocking forces in an electrostatically actuated meso scale compliant mechanism.
actuating the push-down valves thereby enabling multi-experiment studies on the same biofilm. Figure 2 shows the schematic of the operation of a “push-down” valve [4], the schematic of the CAD layout of the two-level microfluidic device and its two modes of operation. The two-step photolithography of the molds (Figure 3) using negative photoresists, SU-8 2015 and KMPR1050, allows for the patterning of the multi-depth microfluidic mold without the need for additional passivation of the first resist layer, thereby simplifying fabrication. The mold can be reused to produce multiple devices; a photograph of the valve region of a used multi-depth mold is shown in Figure 4. Photographs of the device operating in different modes are shown in Figure 5.

The unique capability of this valved microfluidic biofilm reactor to section uniform biofilms can facilitate high-throughput biofilm studies, including new drug discovery. The push-down valve configuration allows for easy integration of electrodes for the study of alternative treatment methods like electric fields. Furthermore, the integration of the biofilm reactor with a real-time measurement system will enable high-throughput continuous analyses on uniform biofilms while ensuring tight and reliable controls.

5:20pm MN+NS-TuA10 Multimode Silicon Carbide (SiC) Microdisk Resonator in Liquid. Hao Jia, P.X.-L. Feng, J. Lee, Case Western Reserve University  

We experimentally demonstrate, for the first time to our knowledge, the operation of silicon carbide (SiC) microdisk resonators in fluidic and viscoelastic environments (particularly in water) with robust multiple flexural-mode resonances in the high and very high frequency (HF/VHF) radio band. We observe ~8 resonance modes in a 20μm-in-diameter SiC microdisk resonator with resonance frequencies up to ~120 MHz and quality Q factors as high as ~40 in water.

SiC is a highly attractive material for microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) due to its superior mechanical (e.g. high elastic modulus, E~450 GPa), optical (wide bandgap, >2.3eV) and thermal properties (thermal conductivity of 320-490 W/mK) [3]-[5]. These advantages make SiC especially suitable for sensing applications in liquid for its transparency from visible to mid-infrared light and high optical power handling ability, facilitating efficient laser actuation and detection. Meanwhile, two dimensional (2D) microdisk structure exhibits multiple flexural-mode resonance characteristics, which can enhance sensing performances in liquid with the additional degrees of freedom and larger sensing area. Furthermore, the unique biocompatibility of SiC allows potential in-liquid biosensing applications to be developed.

In this study, we demonstrate the operation of high frequency SiC microdisk resonators in liquid. The SiC microdisk resonators are completely immersed in water, and are optically driven by an amplitude-modulated 405nm laser. The multimode resonances are detected with optical interferometry using a 630nm He-Ne laser. We observe ~8 resonance modes up to ~120 MHz with Qs as high as ~40 in water. To our best knowledge, both the number of resonance modes and Qs measured are the highest among flexural-mode resonators operating in water reported to date [2]-[5]. Such high frequency SiC microdisk resonators with robust multimode resonances and high Qs in water may provide an appealing platform for particle and biological sensing applications in liquid.


5:40pm MN+NS-TuA11 Development of CMOS-based Capacitive Micromachined Ultrasonic Transducers Operated in Collapsed Mode. Wei-Cheng Chung, M.-C. Tsao, P.-C. Li, W.-C. Tian, National Taiwan University, Taiwan, Republic of China  

In this work, experimental results of complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS)-based capacitive micromachined ultrasonic transducers (CMUTs) operated in the collapsed mode will be reported. Our CMUT is fabricated by TSMC 0.35μm two poly Si and four metal layer (2P4M) CMOS-MEMS standard process followed by a post customized wet etching. Conventionally, the applied DC bias is 80% of the collapse voltage during CMUT operation. Compared to the conventional operation, the CMUT membrane will be snapped-down on the bottom electrode and this will change the center frequency of the transducers. The collapsed voltage of our CMUT is designed at approximately 40V. The center frequency (in immersion) of our CMUT in conventional mode operation is 2.89MHz while the frequency is shifted to 9.12MHz in collapsed-mode operation. The sensitivity is proved to be 4-times larger in the collapse-mode operation because the increased electrical-mechanical coupling efficiency.

The comparison of single-electrode and double-electrode design will be reported as well. With the double-electrode design, the collapse voltage is first applied to the center electrode while a separated DC bias is applied to the side electrode to actuate our CMUTs. The maximum displacement of the CMUT membrane will be appeared on the side electrode. It is proved that CMUTs with the double-electrode design can transmit a higher output pressure and receive signals with a higher sensitivity compared to CMUTs with the single-electrode design. It is believed that the our CMUTs with standard CMOS-based process will broaden the application spaces such as in biomedical imaging and nondestructive evaluation.

6:00pm MN+NS-TuA12 Development of Micro Gas Preconcentrator Using Electroless Gold Deposition for Human Breath Analysis. ChunYen Kuo, C.-L. Hsu, National Taiwan University, Taiwan, Republic of China, H.-Y. Kuo, C.-J. Lu, National Taiwan Normal University, Taiwan, Republic of China, W.-C. Tian, National Taiwan University, Taiwan, Republic of China  

The detection of the volatile organic compounds (VOCs) in human breath can be analyzed by gas chromatograph (GC) as a non-invasive diagnosis for lung diseases. However, the gas concentration of the VOCs in human breath is low, approximating in the ppb to sub ppb range, and thus a gas preconcentrator (PCT) must be placed before a GC to concentrate and preconcentrate trace compounds. Early PCTs using commercially available adsorbents and microheaters were demonstrated. However, the heating efficiency of the device is limited either by a large thermal mass or a poor heat transfer.

In this study, we present a gas PCT using a simple one-photomask micromachined process and the electroless gold deposition method to form the gold film, serving as a thin film microheater, on the inner surface of the microchannel. An amorphous and porous carbon film that functions as an adsorbent is grown on microheaters inside the microfluidic channel followed by the electroless gold deposition. The developed gas PCT can be heated to >300°C by applying a constant electrical power of ~5W with a heating rate of 60°C/sec.. Four suspected lung cancer biomarkers, acetone, benzene, toluene and xylene, are collected through the proposed gas PCTs and separated successfully using a 17-m-long gas chromatography (GC) column. Compared with previous works, the more simple fabrication process, more stable heating element, more uniform temperature distribution and more efficient heating rate of the micro gas preconcentrator are developed and demonstrated.
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8:40am MN-WeM3 Diamond Quantum Nanophotonics and Nanomechanics. Marko Loncar, Harvard University. INVITED
Diamond possesses remarkable physical and chemical properties, and in many ways is the ultimate engineering material - "the engineer's best friend!" For example, it has high mechanical hardness and large Young's modulus, and is one of the best thermal conductors. Optically, diamond is transparent from the ultra-violet to infra-red, has a high refractive index (n = 2.4), strong optical nonlinearity and a wide variety of light-emitting defects. Finally, it is biocompatible and chemically inert, suitable for operation in harsh environment. These properties make diamond a highly desirable material for many applications, including high-frequency micro- and nano-electromechanical systems, nonlinear optics, magnetic and electric field sensing, biomedicine, and oil discovery. One particularly exciting application of diamond is in the field of quantum information science and technology, which promises realization of powerful quantum computers capable of tackling problems that cannot be solved using classical approaches, as well as realization of secure communication channels. At the heart of these applications are diamond's luminescent defects--color centers--and the nitrogen-vacancy (NV) color center in particular. This atomic system in the solid-state possesses all the essential elements for quantum technology, including storage, logic, and communication of quantum information.

I will review recent advances in nanotechnology that have enabled fabrication of nanoscale optical devices and chip-scale systems in diamond that can generate, manipulate, and store optical signals at the single-photon level. Examples include a room temperature source of single photons based on diamond nano wires [1] and plasmonic apertures [2], as well as single-photon generation and routing inside ring [3] and photonic crystal resonators fabricated directly in diamond [4]. In addition to these quantum applications I will present our recent work on diamond based on-chip frequency combs [5], diamond nano mechanical resonators [6].


9:20am MN-WeM5 A Compact Footprint Nano-Opto-Mechanical System with Evanescent Interaction. Marcel Pruessner, D. Park, T.H. Stievater, Naval Research Laboratory, D.A. Kozak, NRC Postdoc (Naval Research Lab), W.S. Rabinovich, Naval Research Laboratory
We present a compact footprint, fully-integrated nano-opto-mechanical system with strong evanescent field interaction. Silicon nitride films with sub-wavelength thickness ($t_{Si3N4}<40 nm$) enable low-loss waveguides [1] as well as complex photonic circuits [2], e.g. directional couplers, Mach-Zehnder interferometers, microring cavities [3], nanobeam cavities [4], etc. Furthermore, the thin core layer and air top cladding allow access to the waveguide’s evanescent field, which can be tailored by simply varying the $Si3N4$ core layer deposition thickness. We previously demonstrated evanescent field interactions in these structures using a tapered fiber as an off-chip perturber [2] and by performing absorption spectroscopy on a number of chemical analytes present near the waveguide [3].

We now build upon our previous work [2,3] by fabricating a suspended tensile microbridge ($Si3N4$ just above the waveguide surface ($gap=100-300nm$) to achieve strong interactions between optical and mechanical structures in a fully-integrated device. For example, displacement of the mechanical perturber (microbridge) modifies the waveguide’s effective index so that the nano-opto-mechanical system acts as a high-resolution displacement sensor in which determination of the change in effective index is a measurement of displacement. At the same time, the change in the waveguide effective index as a function of displacement implies an optical force that acts on the microbridge [5].

Our nano-opto-mechanical system is compact and occupies a footprint that is essentially determined only by the waveguide since the mechanical structure is suspended directly above it. This vertical architecture enables us to optimize the optical and mechanical structures independently. Although simple, the opto-mechanical system enables complex interactions with a variety of potential applications including displacement sensing, optical-force reconfigurable photonics, and opto-mechanical oscillators. The compact footprint enables large-scale integrated opto-mechanical systems on a chip.

We will present the basic approach of our nano-opto-mechanical system, design and fabrication details, simulations to support strong evanescent field interaction, and initial experimental results demonstrating a strong interaction in chip-scale opto-mechanical structures.

9:40am MN-WeM6 GaAs Disks Optomechanical Resonators in Liquid. I. Favero, Eduardo Gil-Santos, Université Paris Diderot, CNRS, France.
Vibrating nano or micromechanical structures, such as cantilevers, have been the subject of extensive research for the development of ultrasensitive mass sensors for mass spectrometry, chemical sensing and biomedical analysis. In liquids, the energy losses due to viscous damping, acoustic losses and squeeze film effects are high and the mass sensitivity diminishes dramatically. Additionally, viscous damping in a fluid is often larger when the devices are miniaturized.

To circumvent these problems, novel structures have been proposed, such as microchannels, where the liquid is placed directly inside the resonator. These have indeed shown lower energy losses, but they can lower energy losses, but they can be miniaturized. External feedback loops have been applied as well in order to diminish artificially energy losses [4]. Besides this, another technique to reduce mechanical losses in a liquid has been to use higher order modes or contour/extensional modes. On one hand, these modes indeed show lower dissipation, on the other hand the related displacement is extremely small, making it more difficult to detect, especially in a liquid.

Here we study the potential of GaAs disk resonators in this context, in particular focusing on mechanical radial breathing modes. GaAs mechanical disks, with their high mechanical Q even in air (>10 3), their low mass (pg) and high mechanical frequency (GHz), have been shown to be potential powerful sensors. Their use in liquids has never been investigated or even suggested, and it is still uncertain what energy losses and sensitivity they will present in such environment. GaAs disks support optical whispering gallery modes (WGMs), with high optical quality factor (several 10 5). This fact, together with the utmost optomechanical coupling that they possess (up to 4 MHz), provide them with an extremely high displacement sensitivity in the 10 8 m/Hz range, allowing measuring the thermomechanical noise of the resonator even in a liquid.

We measure for the first time a GaAs mechanical disk vibrating in a liquid, directly in the Brownian motion regime. Employing finite element simulations and an analytical fluid-structure model, we investigate the mechanical damping mechanisms at play in this situation. We study the fluidic dissipation as a function of disk’s dimensions and of the physical properties of the liquid, such as density and viscosity, performing experiments in a family of different liquids. We finally analyze the sensing capabilities of this object and compare it to other existing approaches.

11:00am MN-WeM10 Photonic Actuation and Detection of Higher Order Modes in Nanomechanical Resonators. Jocelyn Westwood, V.T.K. Sauer, University of Alberta and The National Institute for Nanotechnology, Canada, Z. Diao, National Institute for Nanotechnology and University of Alberta, Canada, W.K. Hiebert, University of Alberta and The National Institute for Nanotechnology, Canada
All-optical actuation and detection of nanomechanical devices has recently emerged as a high-bandwidth technique with high displacement sensitivity [1][2][3][4][5]. We explore optical actuation and detection of higher order vibrational modes, including even modes, via all-optical mechanical doubly coupled beams. Higher order modes have increased resonance frequencies, thereby increasing the mass sensitivity for sensing purposes and increasing the measurement bandwidth [6], [7]. Currently, higher order modes are not well studied since the symmetry of the modes causes a zero effective index shift over the vibrating beam, limiting the sensitivity of the all-optical technique. We demonstrate the fabrication of doubly clamped beams with the symmetry broken, due to a step in the substrate height under
the doubly clamped beam. The doubly clamped beams are embedded in an optical racetrack resonator. This allows for the all-optical actuation and detection of the first through fifth modes of the doubly clamped beams. Additionally, the thermomechanical noise floor of the first few modes is observed.


Suitable control over the oscillatory properties and tunable nonlinearities has made nanomechanical resonators attractive to the research community not only for their ultra-sensing ability but also for rich physics behind their optomechanical properties. Optomechanical transduction of these devices has become promising for optimizing device applications. The present work is aimed at studying the interplay between dynamic range (DR), mass sensitivity, and mechanical quality factor (Q), and measurement bandwidth in state-of-the-art optomechanical NEMS devices. While poorer Q is normally assumed to lead to degradation in mass sensing performance, there are situations where performance can be recovered, and even improved, through the dynamic range dependencies on Q. This is welcome news for applications at atmospheric pressure such as sensitive gas sensing. In quest of an appropriate mass or gas sensor, nonlinear oscillatory behaviour was studied on a doubly clamped beam of 8.75μm×220μmx160μm which is 160 nm away from a racetrack resonator optical cavity. To get the upper end of DR, the resonator was driven close to nonlinearity, i.e. to the amplitude where 1dB compression was observed. Thermomechanical noise signals were measured to achieve the bottom end of the DR. At high vacuum (10⁻⁵ torr), 6 torr and 1atm the obtained experimental DR values are 53, 64 and 55 respectively. The corresponding Q values are 2866, 944 and 26. According to these experimental results, calculated mass sensitivity for the device were found 0.3, 0.2 and 28 Zepto g at high vacuum, 6 torr and 1atm respectively. An atmospheric pressure room temperature mass sensitivity of 28 zetapog for Q value of 26 is an intriguing value. Such a surprising result of better mass sensitivity with poorer Q can be explained based on existing theories.

12:00pm MN-WeM13 Scanning Optical Interferometric Spectromicroscopy for Mapping Multimode Resonant Motions in Planar Silicon Carbide (SiC) Micromechanical Resonators with F-Q Approaching 10⁻⁵ Hz, Zenghuai Wang, J. Lee, P.X.-L. Feng, Case Western Reserve University

Higher-order and multiple modes in vibrating micro/nanomechanical resonators are of great interest and promise for both fundamental research such as exploring and understanding quantum mechanics in these man-made structures, and for technological applications such as signal processing and multi-modality sensing (e.g. simultaneously detecting mass and position of a physisorbed particle on resonator surface)[1][2]. It is therefore important to understand such multimode behavior in micro/nanomechanical resonators down to their fundamental limits, i.e. in their completely-undriven Brownian motions, at all conditions (e.g., ranging from cryogenic to elevated temperatures). This demands ultrasensitive motion transduction schemes that would allow us to attain more comprehensive information from the devices, far beyond what can be extracted from the conventional frequency-domain resonance curves. Over the recent few decades, various motion transduction technologies (e.g., electrostatic, piezoelectric, piezoresistive, optomechanical, etc.) have been developed to read out small displacements in micro/nanomechanical resonators. While the commonly-used motion readout schemes have their respective advantages and have achieved many milestones, they lack multimode capabilities, and particularly, experimental visualizations of these multiple modes. For example, optomechanical technique has demonstrated excellent displacement sensitivity (better than fm/Hz⁻¹/²), but is unable to experimentally determine the spatial mode shapes of 2D planar resonators, which is highly desired for determining and engineering high-order modes.

Optical interferometric techniques have been continuously advancing over the recent years [3][4]. Here, we report on the design and implementation of a scanning laser interferometry and spectromicroscopy technique, and we demonstrate direct visualization of multimode resonances in SiC micromechanical resonators with various geometries, including membranes, plates, trampolines, torsional resonators, and center-supported disks, with many resonances up in the VHF and UHF bands. Besides setting a new record of F’Q product in all SiC flexural-mode resonators (≈1.0x10⁴), our devices effectively enable high-order resonances with clearly distinguishable mode shapes through their 2D nature and high-aspect-ratios.

We report temperature and power dependent photoluminescence (PL) of Dichalcogenides Coupling and Photoluminescence in Single Layer Transition Metal 3:00pm singularity excitons and estimate their binding energy. We study excitons in pristine suspended MoS2. We observe band-edge and van Hove properties. We demonstrate substrate-induced scattering is suppressed in signatures of this transition include strain-induced changes in the PL In the first part of the talk, we study changes in the bandgap and phonon spectra in strained MoS2. We investigate the transition from direct to indirect band gap in MoS2 under uniaxial strain. The experimental signatures of this transition include strain-induced changes in the PL wavelength and intensity. Second, we examine the influence of the environment of MoS2 on its properties. We demonstrate substrate-induced scattering is suppressed in suspended MoS2 specimens. We use photocurrent spectroscopy to study excitons in pristine suspended MoS2. We observe band-edge and van Hove singularity excitons and estimate their binding energy. We study dissociation of these excitons and uncover the mechanism of their contribution to photoresponse of MoS2.

3:00pm 2D+AS+EM+MI+MN+NS+TF-WeA3 Electron-Phonon Coupling and Photoluminescence in Single Layer Transition Metal Dichalcogenides. Neha Nayyar, V. Turkowski, D.T. Le, T.S. Rahman, University of Central Florida. Single layer MoS2 and other transition metal dichalcogenides have been the subject of numerous investigations because of their unusual optical, electronic and transport properties. To understand and thereby tune their photoluminescent properties, we have analyzed the role of electron-phonon interactions. Density functional perturbation theory is used to calculate the dispersion of system phonons, while electron-phonon coupling is obtained using the Eliashberg approach. Time-dependent density-functional theory based calculations using the density-matrix approach is employed to study the exciton and trion excitations which are found to appear as peaks in the absorption spectrum in the visible range with binding energy ~0.5 – 1 eV and ~0.02-0.03 eV, correspondingly. The emission peak is found to also lie in the visible spectrum and is sensitive to the value of the electron-phonon coupling, which depends on the nature and extent of doping. The shape of the spectral peaks may thus be manipulated by doping. Calculations of the self-energy and spectral functions of doped systems show excitations to have 10-100 fs lifetime, which makes the system interesting for ultrafast applications. Comparison will be made of these optical properties of several single layer dichalcogenides and contact will be made with available experimental data. Work supported in part by DOE Grant No. DOE-DE-FG02-07ER46354

3:20pm 2D+AS+EM+MI+MN+NS+TF-WeA4 Temperature Dependent Photoluminescence Spectroscopy of MoS2. Michael Watson, J.R. Simpson, Towson University & NIST, R. Yan, H. Xing, University of Notre Dame, S. Bertolazzi, J. Brivio, A. Kis, EPFL, Switzerland, A.R. High- Walker, NIST

We report temperature and power dependent photoluminescence (PL) of molybdenum disulphide (MoS2). Mechanical exfoliation of MoS2 from bulk provides single-layer flakes which are then transferred either to Sapphire substrates or suspended over holes in Si/Si N 4 . We measure temperature dependence from ~ 100K to 400K and power dependence from ~ 6µW to ~1mW using an Argon laser at 514.5nm and a HeNe laser at 632.8 nm. The PL spectrum exhibits a main excitonic peak(A) at ~1.87eV which consist of both neutral excitons and charged trions (A- or A+) [1]. The A- exciton peak and the A- exciton peak redshift and broaden with increasing temperature and power. Along with the A peak, we observe a lower energy bound exciton (BE) that is likely related to defects. The BE, a broad peak centred at ~ 1.7eV, linearly redshifts and narrows with increasing power. The power dependence of both the main and bound peak saturates above 0.5mW. Raman temperature and power dependence will also be discussed [2].
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2:20pm MN+PS+WeA1 Organic Sensors and Actuators Patterned by Inkjet Printing. Tse Nga (Tina) Ng, PARC (Palo Alto Research Center), a Xerox Company, J. Kim, W.S. Kim, Simon Fraser University, Canada, K.S. Kwon, Soonchunhyang University, South Korea INVITED

Organic materials have been demonstrated as good candidates for large-area sensors, because they allow wide tolerance of sensor geometry and thickness, which would ease fabrication problems such as strain induced cracking on deformable plastic platforms. Organic electronic materials can be deposited and patterned by low-cost printing tools such as inkjet printers. Notably, the printing process is compatible with many substrates ranging from plastics to fibers, to potentially integrate electronics on any surface. At Palo Alto Research Center, we have developed processes for printed electronics, that enable new form factors and applications in flexible sensors and circuits. In conjunction with university collaborators, here we present examples of organic mechanical sensors and actuators fabricated by facile solution processes.

The first example is a capacitive pressure sensor patterned by block copolymers. Different microstructures (hemisphere, cones, nano-needles) are explored for the dielectric film, and the dielectric with nano-needles showed the highest sensitivity, with the relative capacitance change up to 176% at 1kHz. The capacitor with the nano-needle filler was integrated with an inkjet printed OTF to provide current output. The device sensitivity is comparable to the sensitivity of human skin and will be useful for tactile sensing applications on a wide range of surfaces.

In a second example, we have fabricated a bimorph actuator from electroactive polymer blends with ionic liquid. The polymer blends allow low-voltage operation, and we found that the actuator displacement increases with larger gradient difference in ionic liquid content. A maximum strain of 0.48% was observed. The electroactive polymers are compatible with extrusion printing and have the potential to be patterned through layer-by-layer printing for incorporation into 3d structures.

3:00pm MN+PS+WeA2 Microfabrication by Etching for Carbon Nanotube Composite Sheets. Nathan Boyer, J. Rowley, D.D. Allred, Brigham Young University, S. Saidur, Moxtek, Inc, R.R. Vanfleet, R.C. Davis, Brigham Young University

We have prepared extremely smooth carbon nanotube (CNT)/polymer composite sheets and patterned them with holes and trenches using a process of photolithography and plasma etching. The high strength patterned CNT/polymer composite could be used in MEMS applications. A CNT sheet was impregnated with polyimide and the composite was cured in a vacuum hot press at 400°C. A film of amorphous silicon nitride was deposited on the composite sheet and patterned to act as a hard mask during oxygen plasma etching. Structural and mechanical testing of the CNT composite sheets will be presented along with plasma etching results.


We have fabricated nickel microstructures with aspect ratios greater than 20-1, and feature sizes as small as 5 um. The process involves growing a forest of carbon nanotubes in the desired pattern, and coating the tubes with an additional a layer of carbon by CVD. Then the remaining space in the forest, approximately 90%, is filled with nickel by pulsed electroplating. Because the resulting composite has a magnetic response, it is ideal for MEMS magnetic sensors and actuators. To demonstrate this, we constructed a simple MEMS scale sensor with a frame, two flexures and a proof mass. Optical measurement of the proof mass’s displacement as a function of applied magnetic field will be shown.

4:20pm MN+PS+WeA7 Sub-100nm Thin Polycrystalline Diamond Nanomechanical Torsional Resonators. Rui Yang, Z. Wang, J. Lee, C.A. Zorman, P.-L. Feng, Case Western Reserve University.

We report experimental demonstration of high-frequency (HF) torsional nanomechanical resonators based on nanoscale polycrystalline diamond thin films. We fabricate devices with tethers as thin as 100nm×50nm in cross section, measure their multi-mode resonances with frequency (fω) into the HF band (up to ~10MHz, while most existing sensitive torsional devices are at kHz or low-MHz), and quality (Q) factors exceeding 2000 at room temperature. We also perform temperature-varying measurements, and observe strikingly different temperature coefficients of frequency (TCf) between the torsional and flexural resonant modes.

Diamond is particularly interesting for micro/nanoelectromechanical systems (MEMS/NEMS), because of its exceptional mechanical properties (Young’s modulus greater than 10 10Pa), relatively low mass density (3500kg/m3), very high thermal conductivity (22W/(cm·K)), and excellent wear/corrosion resistivity1. Especially, its high sound velocity is attractive for making high frequency nanomechanical resonators based on diamond thin films from microwave plasma chemical vapor deposition have been demonstrated, showing mechanical properties comparable to single crystal. However, torsional resonators based on diamond thin films showing resonance in HF band and exceptional force and torque sensitivities have not been explored. While we demonstrated torsional resonators using 1.2μm-thick SiC film2, much thinner and smaller devices are required for higher sensitivities3.

We have prepared extremely smooth carbon nanotube (CNT)/polymer composite sheets and patterned them with holes and trenches using a process of photolithography and plasma etching. The high strength patterned CNT/polymer composite could be used in MEMS applications. A CNT sheet was impregnated with polyimide and the composite was cured in a vacuum hot press at 400°C. A film of amorphous silicon nitride was deposited on the composite sheet and patterned to act as a hard mask during oxygen plasma etching. Structural and mechanical testing of the CNT composite sheets will be presented along with plasma etching results.

Here we fabricate torsional resonators on 50 to 100nm thin polycrystalline diamond films with focused ion beam. We perform Raman spectroscopy to confirm the nanocrystalline diamond nature of the membrane. The mechanical resonances are measured by driving the mechanical motion with a modulated laser (405nm), and detecting the resonant motion with laser interferometry (633nm). These devices show force sensitivity down to the sub-nN Hz range, and torque sensitivity on the order of 10-4 Nm/mHz, which is similar to the best reported results in other materials4. This opens up the possibility for fabricating ultrasensitive devices for force/torque, inertia, and thermal sensing, based on nanocrystalline diamond platform. TCf/measurement shows clear and intriguing anti-crossing behavior, which vividly illustrates cross-mode mechanical coupling.

Graphene-based atomically-thin two-dimensional (2D) nanostructures have emerged as new building blocks for novel nanoelectromechanical systems (NEMS) [1], which can enable nanodevices with unprecedented performances such as ultrasensitive detectors and highly tunable oscillators [2]. In addition to its excellent mechanical properties, such as ultralow areal density ($r_s = 0.74g/\mu m^2$), ultrahigh strain limit (~25%), and large Young’s modulus ($E_Y = 1TP$), graphene has superior thermal properties, which can enable large temperature range operations and ultra-stable high temperature performances. In addition, the unique negative thermal expansion coefficient of graphene can be employed to tune the device tension and thus its resonance behavior through controlling the device temperature. To date, most experimental investigations of graphene resonators are at room temperature or below, with high temperature operation remaining largely unexplored.

In this work, we experimentally study graphene resonators from room temperature to ~600K and study their resonance characteristics by measuring the thermomechanical noise. Our graphene resonators show relatively small frequency shifts from 300K to 600K due to natural temperature compensation from the different thermal expansion coefficients of graphene and other structural metals. We further examine temperature profile in graphene resonators, and establish resonator models with wide range temperature operation, elucidating temperature compensation mechanisms in graphene resonators. This study will help improve the understanding and development of both temperature-sensitive and insensitive 2D NEMS resonators, which can lead towards future large temperature range and high temperature application of 2D NEMS.

References:

5:00pm MN+PS-WeA9 A Porous Material for Improving Cantilever Q in Air and Liquid for Resonant Mechanical Sensing, Steven Noyce, R.C. Davis, R.R. Vanfleet, Brigham Young University, H.G. Craighead, Cornell University

Nanoporous cantilever resonators have potential performance advantages for cantilever based sensing. For porous cantilevers a high surface area leads to a high adsorbed mass which is independent of the cantilever dimensions. Larger cantilever dimensions can lead to higher quality (Q) factors in air and liquid sensing environments. Here we present work on the fabrication of nanoporous carbon/carbon nanotube composite cantilevers. Our results include characterization work on tuning the composite materials properties and cantilever geometries for high Q in fluid.

5:20pm MN+PS-WeA10 XPS to Investigating Spatial and Temporal Modification of PDMS Platforms for Micro-Fluidic Devices, Marshal Dhagul, CSIR-Centre for Cellular and Molecular Biology, India

Spatial and temporal changes in surface chemical composition silicon (Si), carbon (C) and oxygen (O) of polydimethyl siloxane (PDMS) surfaces before and after plasma treatment were estimated from quantitative elemental analysis of X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) wide scan spectra. Theoretical ratio of Si/C/O in repeating unit (–[Si-(CH$_3$)$_2$-O]$_n$–) of PDMS were calculated and were compared to experimentally obtained ratio for Si/C/O obtained from untreated and plasma PDMS surfaces used for micro-fluidic devices. The contact angle measurements have shown that (PDMS) surfaces treated by air plasma can recover up to about 50% of its hydrophobic nature in less than 30 min of air exposure. These plasma modified surfaces were functionalized with poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) silane to obtained PDMS surface as hydrophilic in nature for micro fluidic application. The surface chemistry of PEG-functionalized PDMS substrate has been studied using XPS. These different types of surfaces were used fabricate micro-fluidic devices and effects of surface nature of micro channels on fluid velocity were observed in PEG grafted micro channel in PDMS base micro fluidic devices. The effect of different pH of the fluids on the fluid velocity in PDMS-based micro channel was also studied.
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8:40am QC+AS+BI+MN-ThM3 High-Frequency Contact Mechanics Studies with a QCM. Diethelm Johannsmann, Clausthal University of Technology, Germany

Studying particulate objects with a QCM is challenging with regard to interpretation, but also of outstanding interest. Potential samples would be (bio-) colloids, vesicles, granular matter, bacteria or technical multi-contact interfaces. The analysis must build on the small-load approximation, which states that the shifts in resonance frequency and resonance bandwidth are proportional to the in-phase and the out-of-phase component of the area-averaged stress at resonator surface. For realistic modeling, a numerical code is needed which predicts this stress field from the geometry and all materials parameters involved. There is such a model in two dimensions, building the finite element method. On a simpler level, the behavior of particles on a resonator surface can also be understood from the coupled resonance model. The particles in contact form small resonators of their own, where the “particle resonance frequency” is determined by the mass and the stiffness of the contact. If the particle resonance frequency in the range of frequencies amenable to the QCM one observes a coupled resonance, meaning that the shifts of resonance frequency and resonance bandwidth themselves form a resonance curve when plotted versus overtone order. Depending on whether the particle resonance frequency is higher or lower than the QCM frequency, the frequency shift can be positive or negative. From the particle resonance frequency, one can assess the stiffness of the contact between the particle and the surface.

The detailed investigation of the coupled resonance picture reveals a problem. though. FEM models of the corresponding geometries reveal two coupled resonance, occurring at different frequencies. They correspond to a rotation of the particle about the point of contact (the “rocking mode”) and a rotation about the center of mass (the rotational mode”). The problem complicates the interpretation of experimental data, but it points to an intriguing analogy between QCM experiments a vibrational spectroscopy. A QCM experiment amounts to a vibrational spectroscopy on surface-attached colloids.

The last part of the talk is concerned with a novel sensing dimension of the QCM, which is the dependence of frequency and bandwidth on amplitude. Such dependences are ubiquitous in contact mechanics experiments and can be understood in terms of partial slip. The contacts behave nonlinearly. Nonlinear behavior can also be observed in liquids, where it is caused by the nonlinear term in the Navier-Stokes equation. The nonlinear term drives a steady flow of liquid along the direction of oscillation towards the center of the plate.


During the past decade nanoparticles attracted a great deal of attention and found many applications in various fields ranging from pigments and antioxidants to use as highly efficient antibacterial agents. In this context, the handling and processing of nanoparticle powders play an important role. In contrast to macroscopic particles, nanoparticle flow properties are mainly governed by the particle-particle interactions. The forces determining these interactions strongly vary not only with the material properties but also with surface chemical composition as well as the environmental conditions. Hence, a fundamental understanding of the processes and forces involved plays a key role for the prediction of nanoparticle powder behavior.

In the presented study [1], water adsorption and capillary bridge formation within a defined layer of SiO2 nanoparticles was studied by means of a novel in-situ analytical setup allowing for combined quartz crystal microbalance with dissipation analysis (QCM-D) and Fourier transform infrared reflection absorption spectroscopy (FT-IRRAS). On the one hand, the QCM-D gave insights on both, mass change (Δm) and changes in the contact mechanics, indicated by dissipation changes (ΔΓ), whereas on the other hand FT-IRRAS allowed for the characterization of the adsorbed water structure. Employing peak deconvolution to the OH-signal in the region of 3400 cm−1, “ice-like” and “liquid-like” water structures could be clearly identified.

Combined measurements show that for a monolayer of monodisperse SiO2 particles with a diameter of about 250 nm the adsorption of water leads to a linear increase in dissipation for relative humidity (RH) values up to 60%. Subsequently, the strong increase in dissipation between 60% and 80% RH was attributed to the actual liquid bridge formation. This result was supported by the predominant growth of “liquid-like” water during the bridge formation phase indicated by the corresponding FT-IR data. Furthermore, for RH>90% a decrease in dissipation was detected indicating the merging of capillaries and the onset of a water film formation. Overall, our results indicate that combined in-situ QCM-D and FT-IRRAS analysis enables the qualitative and quantitative analysis of water adsorption and capillary bridge formation in particle layers.


11:00am QC+AS+BI+MN-ThM10 QCM for Particle Sizing and Beyond. Adam Olsson, I.R. Quevedo, D. He, M. Busnet, W. Lee, N. Tufenkji, McGill University, Canada

The dissipative energy loss of a quartz crystal microbalance (QCM) sensor is typically ascribed to the viscoelastic nature of the adsorbed material. While such an interpretation is suitable for thin homogeneous films, it is not a priori valid for discrete objects. As demonstrated recently, dissipation due to nanoparticle deposition can be described by the relative movement of the particles attached to the oscillating sensor surface. This particular dissipation behavior of nanoparticles gives rise to new experimental approaches to study colloidal transport, particle-surface interactions and particle properties.

In this presentation, we focus on QCM-D as a method to determine the size of deposited nanoparticles. The approach involves analysis of the change in dissipation per attached mass (i.e., the “ΔD/Δm-ratio”) to predict a hypothetical full particle surface coverage that can be used to calculate an effective layer thickness of the particulate film; and this quantity, in turn, can be related to the average particle diameter. To validate the approach, we determined particle sizes using various types of nanoparticles with diameters ranging from ~5 nm to ~110 nm and compared the results with sizes obtained from dynamic light scattering (DLS) and transmission electron microscopy (TEM). We found that accurate particle sizing is possible, but requires firm coupling between the particle and the sensor surface. Hence, if the particle size is known, the approach can also be used to investigate the strength of the nanoparticle-surface interaction.

We will also describe our ongoing work where we are studying the QCM-D response to the deposition of anisotropic bacteriophage to determine their orientation on the surface. Bacteriophages are viruses that bind to and infect bacteria with high specificity and, thus, can be exploited in antimicrobial and biosensor applications. One challenge in functionalizing surfaces with bacteriophages is to control their orientation such that their binding sites remain exposed to the ambient medium. By studying how dissipation changes with phase surface coverage, it is possible to identify at which surface coverage phage-phage interaction occurs. This event compromises
the phages ability to bind to bacteria, as evidenced by subsequent bacterial "capture" experiments and imaging, and thus is crucial for the performance of QCM-D based biosensors that utilize bacteriophage as a biorecognition element.

11:40am QC+AS+BI+MN-ThM12 Full Experimental Proof of the Relationship between the Intrinsic Viscosity of DNA and the Acoustic Ratio of SAW and TSM Sensors, Achilleas Tsortos, IMBB-FORTH, Greece, G. Papadakis, NCSR-Demokritos, Greece, E. Gizeli, IMBB-FORTH & Univ. of Crete, Greece

Acoustic wave sensors are extensively used in biotechnology and biophysics in order, for example, to detect molecules in a solution, study an antibody-antigen interaction or the hybridization of DNA. Today, data analysis includes (a) the use of the Sauerbrey equation, in order to calculate the mass of the molecules attached on the surface of the acoustic device by use of frequency data and (b) the use of complicated mathematical models of the assumed 'film' formed by the attached molecules. In the second case information such as the rigidity modulus and viscosity of the 'film' can be calculated and comments can be made on the softness (viscoelasticity) of the added layer.

Here, we present an entirely different approach. Based on a theory developed earlier1,2 we correlate the acoustic ratio \( R \) to the intrinsic viscosity \( \eta \) of the attached molecule. The acoustic ratio is the ratio of the amount of energy loss per attached unit mass – this is given as \((\Delta \Delta \Delta F)/\Delta \Delta F\) in the TSM acoustic mode notification, or as \((\Delta \Delta \Delta \Delta F)/\Delta \Delta \Delta F\) in the SH-SAW mode and is readily obtained in each experiment. The intrinsic viscosity on the other hand, is a hydrodynamic quantity directly related to the size and shape of a biomolecule and can be determined independently through viscometry. In this study we present collected experimental data from a variety of case studies proving for the first time the semi-empirically assumed relationship \( R \sim [\eta] \) in a general form. Data are presented for various shapes and sizes of DNA and other systems of biological interest. The case is made for two acoustic modes (thickness shear and surface horizontal) and for various frequencies in the range of 5-155 MHz.

Our analysis presents a paradigm shift and challenge; we claim that (label-free) structure probing is a much more improved method offering higher flexibility in design and interpretation of experimental assays. Detecting and monitoring in real time processes that involve structural changes but not necessarily mass changes and/or 'film' formation is a novel concept that can be readily applied in anything from DNA, RNA hybridization and detection of mutations to molecular machines (e.g. DNA Holliday junction) and protein/DNA/RNA interactions in the broad areas of biophysics, structural biophysics in order, for example, to detect molecules in a solution, study an antibody-antigen interaction or the hybridization of DNA. Today, data analysis includes (a) the use of the Sauerbrey equation, in order to calculate the mass of the molecules attached on the surface of the acoustic device by use of frequency data and (b) the use of complicated mathematical models of the assumed 'film' formed by the attached molecules. In the second case information such as the rigidity modulus and viscosity of the 'film' can be calculated and comments can be made on the softness (viscoelasticity) of the added layer.

Here, we present an entirely different approach. Based on a theory developed earlier1,2 we correlate the acoustic ratio \( R \) to the intrinsic viscosity \( \eta \) of the attached molecule. The acoustic ratio is the ratio of the amount of energy loss per attached unit mass – this is given as \((\Delta \Delta \Delta F)/\Delta \Delta F\) in the TSM acoustic mode notification, or as \((\Delta \Delta \Delta \Delta F)/\Delta \Delta \Delta F\) in the SH-SAW mode and is readily obtained in each experiment. The intrinsic viscosity on the other hand, is a hydrodynamic quantity directly related to the size and shape of a biomolecule and can be determined independently through viscometry. In this study we present collected experimental data from a variety of case studies proving for the first time the semi-empirically assumed relationship \( R \sim [\eta] \) in a general form. Data are presented for various shapes and sizes of DNA and other systems of biological interest. The case is made for two acoustic modes (thickness shear and surface horizontal) and for various frequencies in the range of 5-155 MHz.

Our analysis presents a paradigm shift and challenge; we claim that (label-free) structure probing is a much more improved method offering higher flexibility in design and interpretation of experimental assays. Detecting and monitoring in real time processes that involve structural changes but not necessarily mass changes and/or 'film' formation is a novel concept that can be readily applied in anything from DNA, RNA hybridization and detection of mutations to molecular machines (e.g. DNA Holliday junction) and protein/DNA/RNA interactions in the broad areas of biophysics, structural biophysics in order, for example, to detect molecules in a solution, study an antibody-antigen interaction or the hybridization of DNA. Today, data analysis includes (a) the use of the Sauerbrey equation, in order to calculate the mass of the molecules attached on the surface of the acoustic device by use of frequency data and (b) the use of complicated mathematical models of the assumed 'film' formed by the attached molecules. In the second case information such as the rigidity modulus and viscosity of the 'film' can be calculated and comments can be made on the softness (viscoelasticity) of the added layer.

Here, we present an entirely different approach. Based on a theory developed earlier1,2 we correlate the acoustic ratio \( R \) to the intrinsic viscosity \( \eta \) of the attached molecule. The acoustic ratio is the ratio of the amount of energy loss per attached unit mass – this is given as \((\Delta \Delta \Delta F)/\Delta \Delta F\) in the TSM acoustic mode notification, or as \((\Delta \Delta \Delta \Delta F)/\Delta \Delta \Delta F\) in the SH-SAW mode and is readily obtained in each experiment. The intrinsic viscosity on the other hand, is a hydrodynamic quantity directly related to the size and shape of a biomolecule and can be determined independently through viscometry. In this study we present collected experimental data from a variety of case studies proving for the first time the semi-empirically assumed relationship \( R \sim [\eta] \) in a general form. Data are presented for various shapes and sizes of DNA and other systems of biological interest. The case is made for two acoustic modes (thickness shear and surface horizontal) and for various frequencies in the range of 5-155 MHz.

Our analysis presents a paradigm shift and challenge; we claim that (label-free) structure probing is a much more improved method offering higher flexibility in design and interpretation of experimental assays. Detecting and monitoring in real time processes that involve structural changes but not necessarily mass changes and/or 'film' formation is a novel concept that can be readily applied in anything from DNA, RNA hybridization and detection of mutations to molecular machines (e.g. DNA Holliday junction) and protein/DNA/RNA interactions in the broad areas of biophysics, structural biophysics in order, for example, to detect molecules in a solution, study an antibody-antigen interaction or the hybridization of DNA. Today, data analysis includes (a) the use of the Sauerbrey equation, in order to calculate the mass of the molecules attached on the surface of the acoustic device by use of frequency data and (b) the use of complicated mathematical models of the assumed 'film' formed by the attached molecules. In the second case information such as the rigidity modulus and viscosity of the 'film' can be calculated and comments can be made on the softness (viscoelasticity) of the added layer.

Here, we present an entirely different approach. Based on a theory developed earlier1,2 we correlate the acoustic ratio \( R \) to the intrinsic viscosity \( \eta \) of the attached molecule. The acoustic ratio is the ratio of the amount of energy loss per attached unit mass – this is given as \((\Delta \Delta \Delta F)/\Delta \Delta F\) in the TSM acoustic mode notification, or as \((\Delta \Delta \Delta \Delta F)/\Delta \Delta \Delta F\) in the SH-SAW mode and is readily obtained in each experiment. The intrinsic viscosity on the other hand, is a hydrodynamic quantity directly related to the size and shape of a biomolecule and can be determined independently through viscometry. In this study we present collected experimental data from a variety of case studies proving for the first time the semi-empirically assumed relationship \( R \sim [\eta] \) in a general form. Data are presented for various shapes and sizes of DNA and other systems of biological interest. The case is made for two acoustic modes (thickness shear and surface horizontal) and for various frequencies in the range of 5-155 MHz.

Our analysis presents a paradigm shift and challenge; we claim that (label-free) structure probing is a much more improved method offering higher flexibility in design and interpretation of experimental assays. Detecting and monitoring in real time processes that involve structural changes but not necessarily mass changes and/or 'film' formation is a novel concept that can be readily applied in anything from DNA, RNA hybridization and detection of mutations to molecular machines (e.g. DNA Holliday junction) and protein/DNA/RNA interactions in the broad areas of biophysics, structural biophysics in order, for example, to detect molecules in a solution, study an antibody-antigen interaction or the hybridization of DNA. Today, data analysis includes (a) the use of the Sauerbrey equation, in order to calculate the mass of the molecules attached on the surface of the acoustic device by use of frequency data and (b) the use of complicated mathematical models of the assumed 'film' formed by the attached molecules. In the second case information such as the rigidity modulus and viscosity of the 'film' can be calculated and comments can be made on the softness (viscoelasticity) of the added layer.

Here, we present an entirely different approach. Based on a theory developed earlier1,2 we correlate the acoustic ratio \( R \) to the intrinsic viscosity \( \eta \) of the attached molecule. The acoustic ratio is the ratio of the amount of energy loss per attached unit mass – this is given as \((\Delta \Delta \Delta F)/\Delta \Delta F\) in the TSM acoustic mode notification, or as \((\Delta \Delta \Delta \Delta F)/\Delta \Delta \Delta F\) in the SH-SAW mode and is readily obtained in each experiment. The intrinsic viscosity on the other hand, is a hydrodynamic quantity directly related to the size and shape of a biomolecule and can be determined independently through viscometry. In this study we present collected experimental data from a variety of case studies proving for the first time the semi-empirically assumed relationship \( R \sim [\eta] \) in a general form. Data are presented for various shapes and sizes of DNA and other systems of biological interest. The case is made for two acoustic modes (thickness shear and surface horizontal) and for various frequencies in the range of 5-155 MHz.
Novel Quantum Phenomena in 2D Materials

Moderator: Alexander Sintiskii, University of Nebraska-Lincoln

2:20pm 2D+EM+MI+MN+NS+SS+TF-ThA1 Optoelectronics of Two-Dimensional Semiconductors, Xiaodong Xu, University of Washington

Two dimensional transition metal dichalcogenides are a recent addition to the 2D electronic materials family. They have shown outstanding electrical and optical properties for new optoelectronic device concepts. In this talk, we will first discuss the unique interplay between spin, valley, and layer pseudospins in bilayer WSe$_2$. Such coupling effects lead to electrical control of spin states and optical generation of valley coherence through interlayer trions, where electrons and holes are localized in different layers. We will then talk about optoelectronic devices based on monolayer WSe$_2$, including p-n junctions as light emitting diodes and hybrid monolayer semiconductor/photonic crystal cavity devices. We will conclude the talk with a discussion of the optoelectronic properties of MoSe$_2$/WSe$_2$ heterostructures.

3:00pm 2D+EM+MI+MN+NS+SS+TF-ThA3 Theory of Graphene Transport Barriers in the Specular Limit, Daniel Gunlycke, C.T. White, Naval Research Laboratory

Offering room-temperature ballistic electron transport well over one micron, while being atomically thin and planar, graphene is undeniably a promising material for future nanoelectronic devices. Presently, however, switchable devices have normally low on-off ratios, a reflection of the fact that graphene is a Dirac fermion with a zero-gap band structure. As the model parameters are related to observable quantities, they can be obtained from theory and/or experiment, allowing the model to be adopted even when the precise details of the barrier are unknown.


Graphene is a two-dimensional-electronic gas with exposed surface, which allows scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) to investigate the electron-electron interaction associated with the Dirac nature on a local scale, with a variety of tuning knobs, such as carrier density, spatially varying disorder potential, and applied magnetic field. However, the electron-electron interaction in graphene is sensitive to the disorder details. Moreover, tip induced potential confinement can significantly complicate the interpretation of STM experiments. Using a high mobility graphene device with low residual disorder, we can minimize the effect of local potential fluctuations, to better understand the role tip-induced potential plays in the measurement. We observed the emergence of large spectra gaps, modification to graphene Landau levels (LLs), and quantum dots with changing size due to the spatially inhomogeneous tip gating.
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4:00pm 2D+EM+MI+MN+NS+SS+TF-ThA Topological Phase Transitions and Spin-orbit Density Waves, Hugo Dil, Ecole Polytechnique Federale de Lausanne (EPFL), Switzerland

In recent years systems where the spin-orbit interaction (SOI) is not just a perturbation but the main emergent effect have received increasing attention. In combination with a broken inversion symmetry in the crystal structure or at interfaces, SOI will lift the spin degeneracy and induce a complex Fermi surfaces and spin textures with spin momentum locking [1,2]. Furthermore, the SOI can drive the system through a phase transition to a so-called topological insulator. Being an insulator in the bulk these systems are characterized by spin-polarized, topologically protected interface states. After a short introduction to the role of topology in the band structure of solids I will give an overview of our main spin- and angle-resolved photoemission (ARPES) results on a variety of non-interacting topological insulators [3]. One of the questions is how the spin texture evolves around a topological transition. We explored the occurrence of spin polarized states around a SOI driven topological transition [4] and around a structure driven topological transition [5]. In both cases we observe spin-polarized precursor states, which indicate that although the topological transition is sharp, the response of the system is more gradual. From a fundamental point of view the truly interesting aspect of non-trivial spin textures lies in their combination with other interactions. This can result in a variety of phenomena, cumulating in the creation of the elusive Majorana Fermion. An example of a combination of interactions is our recent verifications with SARPES of SmB$_6$, as a topological Kondo insulator [6]. In topologically trivial systems, interactions can lead to the formation of a so-called spin-pairing driven spin density waves: a large spin-splitting and Fermi nesting leads to the formation of such a state and can explain the anisotropic behavior of Pb nanowires [7]. Furthermore, I will present our recent SARPES results for transition metal oxide surfaces where a subtle interplay between ferroelectricity and magnetic order results in the formation of a single spin-polarized energy contour. The occurrence of superconductivity in such systems could render it a 2D Majorana platform.

We have utilized ambient and Ultra High Vacuum Scanning Probe Microscopy tools to explore ferroelectric properties in cleaved 2D flakes of copper indium thiophosphate, CuIn\textsubscript{2}P\textsubscript{2}S\textsubscript{6} (CITP), and report on size effect

function values and iodine to carbon ratios of the one-layer (1L) and two-layer (2L) folded regions were analyzed by high spatial- and energy resolution X-ray photoelectron emission microscopy (XPEEM) on a NanoESCA instrument. After the iodine doping, the work function values were significantly increased up to ~0.4 eV and ~0.5 eV, respectively, for 1L and 2L graphene on SiO\textsubscript{2}/Si. This higher degree of doping by iodine was demonstrated that most of iodine is removed above 300 °C for the both 1L and 2L regions, although a significant removal of iodine is observed for 2L graphene at temperature as low as 100 °C. Surprisingly, after the complete removal of iodine by annealing, the work function value did not return to the original one before the doping treatment and remained at a much higher value. This can be ascribed to the residual hydrocarbon contaminations interacting with the atomic defects within the graphene layer that lead to unintentional n-type doping in our samples\cite{1}.

Acknowledgement: The XPEEM and KFM measurements were performed at the Nanocharacterization Platform (PFNC).
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was introduced to quartz crystal microbalance (QCM) substrates coated with gold, stainless steel and silicon carbide. The samples were characterized by different surface analytical techniques like TOF-SIMS and XPS. The preliminary XPS results suggest that the protein adsorbed at higher concentration on gold than on stainless steel and silicon carbide, while nitrogen concentration detected on stainless steel is slightly higher than on silicon carbide. This is generally consistent with the QCM results. TOF-SIMS spectra also suggest that the interaction between the antibody and these substrates is not the same. The fragmentation patterns detected in the TOF-SIMS spectra obtained from silicon carbide and stainless steel are similar to each other, but they are different from those detected on gold. The interaction between the antibody and stainless steel coupons will be further studied to understand the influence of surface morphology.

3:20pm QC+AS+BI+MN-ThA4 Combining Spectroscopic Ellipsometry and Quartz Crystal Microbalance to Study Biological Hydrogels – Towards Understanding Nucleo-Cyttoplasmic Transport. N.B. Eisele, S. Ehret, R. Zahn, CIC biomaGUNE, Spain, S. Frey, D. Gorlich, MPI Biophysical Chemistry, Germany, Ralf Richter, CIC biomaGUNE & Université Grenoble Alpes & MPI Intelligent Systems, Spain

Nuclei have evolved hydrogel-like materials that are exquisitely designed to perform specific biological functions. An example of such a material is the nuclear pore permeability barrier, a nano-sized meshwork of intrinsically disordered proteins (so called FG nups) that fills the nuclear pores (i.e. the roughly 40 nm wide channels across the nuclear envelope) and controls the entry of macromolecules into the nucleus of eukaryotic cells. The permeability barrier exhibits a unique selectivity in transport: very small molecules can cross the barrier efficiently, while larger objects are delayed or blocked unless they are bound to specialized proteins, so-called nuclear transport receptors (NTRs). How size and species selectivity are encoded in the hydrogel-like properties of the permeability barrier is currently not well understood.

We have developed monolayers of end-grafted FG nups as a nano-scale model system of the permeability barrier. The planar geometry of this well-defined biomimetic film affords detailed and quantitative characterization – not possible for the native system – with a wide range of spectroscopic techniques. In particular, we present the application of the in situ combination of quartz crystal microbalance (QCM-D) and spectroscopic ellipsometry (SE) to quantify film thickness, hydration and viscoelastic properties as a function of protein surface density.

We will present how this experimental data, combined with polymer theory, allows us to better understand the relationship between the supramolecular organization and dynamics of the permeability barrier, its physico-chemical properties and its biological function. We demonstrate that attractive interactions between FG nups play an important role in tuning the assembly and morphology of FG nup meshworks, and highlight that even rather weak interactions – typically a few kT per biopolymer chain – have functional importance. We show also how the interaction between NTRs and FG nup meshworks is tuned to afford strong enrichment and at the same time rapid entry and exit of NTRs in the permeability barrier, thereby facilitating NTR translocation.

Taken together, these studies contribute important information to understand the mechanism of size- and species-selective transport across the nuclear pore permeability barrier. The mechanistic insight gained should be useful towards the design of bioinspired species-selective filtering devices. Moreover, the presented procedures for the acquisition and analysis of combined QCM-D/SE data are broadly applicable for the characterization of ultrathin biomolecular and other polymer films.

4:00pm QC+AS+BI+MN-ThA6 Probing Nanoparticle-Biofilm Interactions using Quartz Crystal Microgravimetry and Complementary Surface-sensitive Methods. Kaoru Ikuma*, University of Massachusetts, Z. Shi, A.F. Walker, University of Texas at Dallas, B.L.T. Lau, University of Massachusetts

In this study, we examined the deposition of NPs onto surface-immobilized proteins to determine the importance of protein-rich domains in the interaction of NPs and biological processes are the initial and potentially rate-limiting step in NP-biofilm interactions. The deposition kinetics and extent of model hematite (α-Fe2O3) NPs onto protein-coated silica surfaces were quantitatively measured by quartz crystal microbalance with dissipation (QCM-D). Model proteins including bovine serum albumin (BSA) and lysozyme as well as bacterial total proteins were used to determine how proteins bearing the segment of either negatively-charged or positively-charged poly-L-lysine (PLL)-precoated silica sensors to assess the effects of the orientation of surface-immobilized proteins. In addition to QCM-D, other complementary surface-sensitive techniques such as Kelvin probe force microscopy and time-of-flight secondary ion mass spectrometry (TOF SIMS) were used to characterize the mechanisms of interaction between the NPs and the protein-coated surfaces.

QCM-D results indicated that for all tested proteins, the total deposition extent of hematite NPs was significantly greater on protein layers that were adsorbed onto bare silica compared to PLL-precoated silica sensors. TOF SIMS results showed that the amino acid profiles of the topmost surface of the protein layers on bare and PLL-precoated silica sensors were distinctly different, suggesting that NP deposition was greatly influenced by the orientation of the surface-immobilized proteins. Both the extents and rates of NP deposition were also dependent on the type of model protein. Based on the surface charge, topography, and hydrophobicity characterization results, the observed interfacial interactions between hematite NPs and surface-immobilized proteins appeared not to be controlled by one dominant interaction force but by a combination of electrostatic, steric, hydrophobic, and other interactions.

4:20pm QC+AS+BI+MN-ThA7 Association and Entrapment of Membrane-Targeted Nanoparticles with Different Binding Avidity: A QCM-D and Single Particle Tracking Study. Anders Lundgren*, B. Aagnarsson, S. Block, F. Höök, Chalmers University of Technology, Sweden

Nanoparticles specifically targeted to receptors in the cell membrane are interesting for various applications such as intracellular delivery and visualization of diffusing membrane proteins, so-called single particle tracking. However, the measurements require particles to display different binding properties: In this model study we investigated the effect of particle size and ligand density on the association rate and mobility/entrapment of biotin functionalized core-shell nanoparticles to supported lipid bilayers sparsely modified with streptavidin. Gold-PEG core-shell nanoparticles were synthesized with two different core sizes, 20 and 50 nm in diameter, and a shell (10 nm) of mixed uncharged, negatively charged and biotinylated PEG-ligands, the biotin content varied from one to several hundreds per particle. Particle binding was examined on the ensemble level using QCM-D and on single particle level using novel light scattering microscopy that will be detailed. At physiological salt conditions, binding of 50 nm particles were weakly dependent on the number of displayed biotin ligands, whereas the association of 20 nm particles were strongly correlated to the ligand density. At low salt conditions, binding of the larger particles resembled that of the smaller particles, with a strong dependence on ligand density. PEGylated particles without biotin-ligands did not bind at any condition. Thus, it was concluded that specific particle affinity is strongly attenuated by particle size and surface charge due to different interaction potential between the particle and the surface. On the contrary, no dependence on particle size was observed for the mobility of single particles displaying diffusion constants close to 0.4 or 0.8 μm²/s irrespective of particle size, which was similar to ensemble measurements using FRAP data on FITC-labelled streptavidin (0.5 μm²/s). Only particles with a single surface tether show continuous diffusion; after formation of a second surface bond particles got quickly entrapped and formed internal bonds. In QCM-D measurements, this was manifested by a continuously decreasing dissipative response per particle for binding of particles with increasing ligand density. Together, QCM-D and particle tracking data indicates that two different mechanisms may lead to particle trapping and ultimately particle wrapping: For very high ligand densities membrane receptors in the membrane diffuse to and partly wraps around immobile particles, whereas interactions produce ligand densities the diffusion and dynamics of the particles themselves facilitate the formation of additional surface bonds and eventual wrapping.

4:40pm QC+AS+BI+MN-ThA8 Complementary Chemiresistor and QCM Studies of Biomacromolecules as Sorptive Materials for Vapor Sensing. Kun Fu, X. Jiang, B.G. Willis, University of Connecticut

Biomolecules are integral components of current sensing and diagnostic technologies including enzymatic glucose sensors, DNA microarrays, and antigen-antibody assays. The use of biomolecules in non-biological situations, however, is a burgeoning new field that may break the existing boundaries of biomolecule applications in exclusively biological context.
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Extensive studies have already been performed in bioelectronics using small biomolecules and biomacromolecules, revealing promising results regarding charge transport and conformation dependence. In the area of sorptive chemical sensors, biomacromolecules have inherent advantages over conventional synthetic polymers. DNA oligomers have precisely defined sequences through synthesis, they are monodisperse, and they can self-assemble into nanoscale structures. These features make them interesting for vapor sensing of small molecules.

In this work, a series of 8 custom-designed, single-strand DNA (ssDNA) were integrated with chemiresistors and QCM to make sensors. Chemiresistor sensors were made by depositing gold nanoparticles functionalized with ssDNA molecules onto microfabricated electrodes, and QCM sensors were made by depositing films of ssDNA on quartz crystals. While chemiresistors give high signal-to-noise ratios and significantly better limits of detection (LODs) and may eventually be the transducer for practical applications, QCM is a purely mass-sensitive technique that reveals fundamental absorption properties in terms of partition coefficients. By exposing these sensors to a series of organic vapors, the resistance change and mass change of the two sensor platforms can be compared. It is demonstrated that, similar to previous comparative studies of gold nanoparticles functionalized with small organic thiols and synthetic polymer modified QCM crystals, the nanoparticle-based chemiresistor response follows the QCM-traced mass change. The studies show that sorption and conductance modulation mechanisms of vapors on biomolecules are similar to sensors with small organic molecules, but the polarity preference is very different. A model relating partition coefficients $K$ in and chemiresistor responses $\Delta R/R$ is thereafter suggested to account for the links between these 2 sensing systems. It needs to be noted that points which deviate from the modeled trends are likely the result of more complex vapor-material interactions. From here, we demonstrate that DNA oligomers are rich in diversity, which may qualify these materials for array-based and specific sensing applications. It also establishes QCM as a useful complementary tool for evaluating materials for various sensing systems.

5:00pm QC+AS+BI+MN-ThA9 The Evolution of Complex Artificial Cell Membranes: Combining Patterned Plasma Polymers and Supported Lipid Bilayers, Hannah Askew, S.L. McArthur, Swinburne University of Technology, Australia

Supported lipid bilayers (SLBs) have provided researchers with stable and reproducible platforms to recreate cell membrane environments. Such models are useful for studying a variety of processes including cell signalling and drug-membrane interactions. Unfortunately, current models are lacking in their ability to mimic complex micro and nanoscale architectures found within native cell membranes. Many methods of SLB patterning have emerged to form these complex structures. In particular pre-patterned substrates combined with vesicle collapse are of great interest as they eliminate complications associated with preserving membrane integrity during patterning. Plasma polymerisation provides a versatile, one step, dry method of creating thin films of different chemistries on almost any substrate. Successful bilayer formation on such coatings would be beneficial for promoting specific organisation in complex SLB systems using patterned surface chemistries. In the initial stages of this work we studied the effect of plasma polymer chemistry on the lipid structures formed using vesicle collapse. DOPC lipid vesicles were introduced to commonly used coatings formed from plasma polymerised allylamine (ppAAm) and acrylic acid (ppAAc). The coatings were characterised using X-Ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS), contact angle and Quartz Crystal Microbalance with Dissipation (QCM-D) techniques. Lipid interaction kinetics and lipid mobility were characterised using QCM-D and Fluorescence Recovery after Photobleaching (FRAP) respectively. It was shown that a variety of lipid structures including mobile bilayer can be formed on ppAAc using pH alone to control electrostatic interactions. ppAAm formed immobile vesicular layers under all conditions tested and could therefore be used as a barrier to confine fluid areas of bilayer. Work is now being undertaken to create single and dual plasma polymer patterns on both glass and silicon wafer. Standard photolithography and ion beam methods will be employed to pattern on both a micro and nanoscale. In this way plasma polymer patterns may enable the formation of increasingly complex SLB architectures.

5:20pm QC+AS+BI+MN-ThA10 Applications of QCM in Industrial R&D, Andrej Soukhojak, The Dow Chemical Company

An overview of diverse applications of QCM enabled by its unparalleled sensitivity to mass and viscoelastic properties of thin samples in R&D of The Dow Chemical Company will be presented.
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This paper describes a PDMS-based microchip, which consists of a uniform array of ordered arrangement, vertical, elastomeric micropillar(MP), to study the effects of substrate rigidity for mechanobiological traction forces. The PDMS micropillar have the stiffness can be easily adjusted by altering their geometry and can precisely detect the biological activities. We developed the micropillar array substrates that a flexible polymer microfabrication technique was applied for manufacturing the elastomeric microstructures of various aspect ratios with height of 2, 4, 8, 12 mm and radius: period ratios of 1:4, 1:5, 1:5/7, and 2:7 mm. The PDMS micropillar was fabricated by replica molding technique for the standard and combines different steps including photolithography, deep reaction ion etching (DRIE) and soft lithography. The experiment result shows that the micropillar array is clean and in good situation. Meanwhile, more complex patterns of pillar rigidity will help us to study the physical and topographical effect of the substrate on mechanobiological behavior. This has significant implications when designing pillar arrays or comparing lateral forces measured on different pillar geometries. Furthermore, the results presented by this research are believed to be useful for biologists who are clarifying similar mechanobiological processes. Consequently, it was investigated how the substrate contribution to the total pillar deflection depends on the Poisson ratio of the material.

Keywords: PDMS, Soft lithography, Micropillar arrays, Aspect-ratio structure

MN-ThP2 Mixing Effect of PDMS Microchannel with Biaxial Orientation Entry and Various Arrangements of Microstructures, Po-Li Chen, Y.H. Tang, ITRC, NARL, Taiwan, Republic of China, Y.S. Lin, Hungkuang University, Taiwan, Republic of China, C.N. Hsiao, M.H. Shiao, Y.H. Lin, ITRC, NARL, Taiwan, Republic of China

Most active micromixers have the problem of high fabrication cost and low reliability since external actuators and stirrers were involved. In passive mixers, the mixing effect was obtained by changing channel geometry to enlarge the contact surface between different fluids, including serpentine, herringbone, zigzag, twisted, rotating, T-shape and Y-shape channels; and they were preferred due to their easy fabrication and integration in the actual micro system. However, most literatures focused on the studies with mixers with entries on the same plane (i.e. flow directions were all parallel to horizontal plane); in this study, we report a micromixer design with biaxial orientation entries (i.e. flow directions were parallel and vertical to horizontal plane) and investigate the mixing performance by placing various arrangements of rectangular microstructures with Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) techniques. This study aims on achieving good mixing by changing the arrangements of microstructures to activate the interaction between different fluids. In this paper, several major parameters, including the width and height of microstructures, and the inline or staggered arrangements of various rectangular obstacles on the overall mixing channel pressure drop and mixing efficiency were well predicted and compared. Simulated and experimental results showed that the microstructures played an important part and resulting in good fluid mixing at low Reynolds numbers.

MN-ThP3 An Integrated Voltatile Organic Compounds Sensing Module for Exhaled Air Analysis, Po-Kai Huang, C.-Y. Kuo, P.-H. Kuo, T.-H. Tseng, S.-S. Lu, W.-C. Tian, National Taiwan University, Taiwan, Republic of China

The detection limit for the gas sensor has been an important factor for the low concentration compound measurement, especially for the detection of disease biomarkers from exhaled human breath air. In this study, we developed a CMOS-based volatile organic compounds (VOCs) sensor with either by a system on chip (SOC)-enabled negative feedback calibration (NFC) readout circuit or a custom-made voltage divider. The sensor and the SOC-enabled NFC chip were both fabricated by the commercial TSMC 0.35μm two poly Si and four metal (2P4M) layer process. The sensing module included a stacked of interdigitated electrodes (IDEs) with polysilicon microheater and the sensing material of monolayer protected gold nanoclusters (MPCs) coated on the electrodes. In order to conquer the sensor resistance variation created by the MPCs spraying process, the NFC readout circuit was used to overcome the resistance value fluctuation of the VOCs sensor. The sensitivity of our sensing module, consisting of the CMOS-based sensor and the SOCs-enabled NFC readout circuit, was increased by approximately two times compared to the previous design. With our sensing module, a wide dynamic range of toluene detection from 30 ppm to 6000 ppm was demonstrated. The sensor responded rapidly, with the rising time and the recovery time both less than six seconds. With this VOCs sensing module, the detection of lung disease biomarkers from exhaled human breath air could be achieved. Ultimately, the VOCs sensor and NFC readout circuit will be integrated on the same chip to further miniaturize the systems and to minimize the noises in the future.
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QC+AS+BI+MN-ThP1 In Situ Toxic Nano-Material Sensing Method Using DNA Immobilized Quartz Crystal Microbalance, Kuewhan Jung, S. Lee, J. You, C. Park, J. Park, S. Na, Korea University, Republic of Korea

Nano-material has grown from scientific interest to commercial products and there are more than 1600 nano-material products on the market. Among those nano-materials, single-walled carbon nanotube (SWNT) and silver ion have drawn great interest due to their extraordinary properties. Since SWNT and silver ion production capacity increases each year, its contamination to the environment water system will increase in the form of industrial waste. Moreover, toxicity assessment of those materials is required for human health and environmental issue since the toxicity of those materials has been reported. In this study, we propose the in-situ detection of SWNT and silver ion. The detection mechanism is based on the measurement of the resonance frequency shift arisen from the binding on the DNA immobilized quartz crystal microbalance. We are able to detect SWNT and silver ion less than an hour with the detection limit of 100 ng/ml of SWNT and 100 pM of silver ion, respectively. Moreover, the DNA immobilized quartz crystal microbalance enables the detection in real tap water. This work shows the potential of DNA immobilized quartz crystal microbalance as the in-situ toxic nano-material screening tool.

QC+AS+BI+MN-ThP2 Mechanics of Multicontact Interfaces Studied with a QCM, R. König, S. Hanke, J. Vlachová, D. Johannsmann, Arne Langhoff, Clausthal University of Technology, Germany

The contact stiffness and the contact strength at interfaces between rough surfaces are of outstanding relevance in many different fields, including mechanical engineering, bio-lubrication, and technical tribology. Individual sphere-plate contacts have been previously investigated with a QCM and it was found that the contact stiffness can be inferred from the frequency shift, where the latter is passive because contact increases the overall stiffness of the composite resonator. At elevated amplitude of oscillation, the apparent contact stiffness decreases because of partial slip. Partial slip (also: “microslip”) describes the situation, where a contact partly sticks and partly slips. Sticking mostly is observed in the center. Slip is found at the edges, where the local stress is large. The presentation describes the extension of this work to multicontact interfaces and results which we found with the single contacts. Generally speaking, multicontact interfaces differ from individual contacts by, firstly, a broad distribution of contact size and contact strength and, secondly, by an elastic coupling between neighboring load-bearing asperities.

Different materials (aluminum, PMMA) and different characteristic scales of roughness (all in the range of many microns) were studied. The focus is on polymer surfaces, which were treated with an abrasive paper. A novel geometry, where the resonator is symmetrically loaded with the same type of sample from both sides, has allowed to increase the normal force by a factor of 10, compared to previous experiments.
At small amplitudes, the frequency response of the QCM to a contact with rough PMMA surfaces is similar to the behavior observed with individual sphere-plate contacts. There is an increase in resonance frequency, which can be converted to an interfacial stiffness. Interesting, the contact stiffness observed with MHz excitation was found to much higher than what has been found similar samples with excitation frequencies in the kHz range.

At elevated amplitudes, the behavior is variable. Often one finds partial slip. Occasionally, however, there is a sharp increase in contact stiffness at a certain threshold in amplitude. The bandwidth goes through a maximum at that same amplitude. The behavior is reversible; the threshold is the same for decreasing and increasing amplitude ramps. We tentatively associate the increased apparent stiffness with an oscillation-induced increase in contact area.
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